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The Aharonov-Bohm (AB) effect in non-commutative quantum mechanics (NCQM) is studied.
First, by introducing a shift for the magnetic vector potential we give the Schro¨dinger equations in
the presence of a magnetic field on NC space and NC phase space, respectively. Then by solving
the Schro¨dinger equations, we obtain the Aharonov-Bohm (AB) phase on NC space and NC phase
space, respectively.
PACS number(s): 11.10.Nx, 03.65.-w
INTRODUCTION: NC SPACE AND NC PHASE SPACE
Recently, there has been much interest in the study of physics on noncommutative(NC) space[1]-[6], not only because
the NC space is necessary when one studies the low energy effective theory of D-brane with B field background, but
also because in the very tiny string scale or at very high energy situation, the effects of non commutativity of both
space-space and momentum-momentum may appear. There are many papers devoted to the study of various aspects
of quantum mechanics [7]-[34]on noncommutative space with usual (commutative) time coordinate.
In the usual n dimensional commutative space , the coordinates and momenta in quantum mechanics have the
following commutation relations:
[xi, xj ] = 0,
[pi, pj] = 0, i, j = 1, 2, ..., n,
[xi, pj ] = ih¯δij .
(1)
At very tiny scales, say string scale, not only space-momentum does not commute, but also space-space may not
commute anymore. Therefore the NC space is a space where coordinate and momentum operators satisfy the following
commutation relations
[xˆi, xˆj ] = iΘij , [pˆi, pˆj ] = 0, [xˆi, pˆj ] = ih¯δij , (2)
where xˆi and pˆi are the coordinate and momentum operators on NC space. Ref.[34] showed that pˆi = pi and xˆi have
the representation form
xˆi = xi −
1
2h¯
Θijpj , i, j = 1, 2, ..., n. (3)
The case of both space-space and momentum-momentum noncommuting [30][34] is different from the case of only
space-space noncommuting. Thus the NC phase space is a space where momentum operator in Eq. (2) satisfies the
following commutation relations
[pˆi, pˆj] = iΘ¯ij , i, j = 1, 2, ..., n. (4)
Here {Θij} and {Θ¯ij} are totally antisymmetric matrices which represent the noncommutative property of the coor-
dinate and momentum on noncommutative space and phase space, respectively, and play analogous role to h¯ in the
usual quantum mechanics. On NC phase space the representations of xˆ and pˆ in term of x and p were given in ref.[34]
as follows
xˆi = αxi −
1
2h¯α
Θijpj,
pˆi = αpi +
1
2h¯α
Θ¯ijxj , i, j = 1, 2, ..., n.
(5)
The α here is a scaling constant related to the noncommutativity of phase space.When Θ¯ = 0, it leads α = 1[34],
the NC phase space returns to the NC space, which is extensively studied in the literature, where the space-space is
non-commuting, while momentum-momentum is commuting.
Given the NC space or NC phase space, one should study its physical consequences. It appears that the most
natural places to search the noncommutativity effects are simple quantum mechanics (QM) system. So far many
2interesting topics in NCQM such as hydrogen atom spectrum in an external magnetic field [12, 15] and Aharonov-
Bohm(AB) effect [14] in the presence of the magnetic field, as well as the Aharonov-Casher effects [16] have been
studied extensively. The purpose of this paper is to do further study on the Aharonov-Bohm effect on NC space and NC
phase space, respectively, where the space-space noncommutativity and both space-space and momentum-momentum
noncommutativity could produce additional phase difference.
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we study the Aharonov-Bohm effect on NC space. First, the
Schro¨dinger equation in the presence of magnetic field is given, and the magnetic Aharonov-Bohm phase expression is
derived. In two dimensions, our result agrees with the result of Ref. [14]. The general AB phase on NC space is also
given in the presence of electromagnetic field. In section 3, we investigate the Aharonov-Bohm effect on NC phase
space. By solving the Schro¨dinger equation in the presence of magnetic field, the additional AB phase related to the
momentum-momentum noncommutativity is obtained explicitly. Conclusions and some remarks are given in section
4.
THE AHARONOV-BOHM EFFECT ON NC SPACE
Let H(x, p) be the Hamiltonian operator of the usual quantum system, then the static Schro¨dinger equation on NC
space is usually written as
H(x, p) ∗ ψ = Eψ, (6)
where the Moyal-Weyl (or star) product between two functions is defined by,
(f ∗ g)(x) = e
i
2
Θij∂xi∂xj f(xi)g(xj) = f(x)g(x) +
i
2
Θij∂if∂jg
∣∣
xi=xj
, (7)
here f(x) and g(x) are two arbitrary functions. On NC space the star product can be replaced by a Bopp’s shift
[4], i.e. the star product can be changed into the ordinary product by replacing H(x, p) with H(xˆ, pˆ). Thus the
Schro¨dinger equation can be written as,
H(xˆi, pˆi)ψ = H(xi −
1
2h¯
Θijpj, pi)ψ = Eψ. (8)
Here xi and pi are coordinate and momentum operators in usual quantum mechanics. Thus the Eq.(8) is actually
defined on commutative space, and the noncommutative effects can be evaluated through the Θ related terms. Note
that the Θ term always can be treated as a perturbation in QM , since Θij << 1.
When magnetic field is involved, the Schro¨dinger equation (6) becomes
H(xi, pi, Ai) ∗ ψ = Eψ. (9)
To replace the star product in Eq.(9) with a usual product, first we need to replace xi and pi with a Bopp’s shift,
then we also need to replace the vector potential Ai with a shift given as follows
Ai → Ai +
1
2
Θljpl∂jAi, (10)
Thus the Schro¨dinger Eq.(9) in the presence of magnetic field becomes
H
(
xi −
1
2h¯
Θijpj , pi, Ai +
1
2
Θljpl∂jAi
)
ψ = Eψ. (11)
We should emphasize that the Bopp’s shift and the shift Eq. (10) are equivalent to the star product in the Schro¨dinger
Eq.(9).
Now let us consider a particle of mass m and charge q moving in a magnetic field with magnetic potential Ai, then
the Schro¨dinger equation is (we choose unit of h¯ = c = 1),
1
2m
(
pi − qAi −
1
2
qΘljpl∂jAi
)2
ψ = Eψ. (12)
3In an analogous way as in usual quantum mechanics, the solution for (12) reads
ψ = ψ0 exp
[
iq
∫ x
x0
(Ai +
1
2
Θljpl∂jAi)dxi
]
, (13)
where ψ0 is the solution of (12) when Ai = 0. The phase term of (13) is so called AB phase. If we consider a charged
particle to pass a double slits, then the integral runs from the source x0 through one of the two slits to the screen x,
the coherent pattern will depend on the phase difference of two paths. Thus the total phase shift for the AB effect is
∆ΦAB = δΦ0 + δΦ
NC
θ = iq
∮
Aidxi +
iq
2
∮
Θlj(mvl + qAl)∂jAidxi, (14)
where the relation mvl = pl − qAl + O(Θ) has been applied
1, and we omitted the second order terms of the Θ; the
first term is the AB phase in usual quantum mechanics, the second term is the correction to the usual AB phase due
to space-space noncommutativity; the line integral runs from the source through one of the two slits to the screen
and returns to the source through the other slit.
In three dimensional NC space, i.e. i, j = 1, 2, 3, we can define a vector θ = (θ1, θ2, θ3) with θi satisfies Θij = ǫijkθk,
or θi =
1
2
ǫijkΘjk. Then the second and third terms in Eq.(14) have the form
i
2
q
∮
Θljmvl∂jAidxi =
i
2
q
∮
ǫlmkθkmvl∂jAidxi =
i
2
qm
∮
θ · (v ×∇Ai)dxi, (15)
and
i
2
q2
∮
ΘljAl∂jAidxi =
i
2
q2
∮
ǫlmkθkAl∂jAidxi =
i
2
q2
∮
θ · (A×∇Ai)dxi. (16)
Using Eqs. (15) and (16), we can write the AB phase as
∆ΦAB = iq
∮
Aidxi +
i
2
q
∮ (
mθ · (v ×∇Ai) + qθ · (A×∇Ai)
)
dxi. (17)
In two dimensional NC plane (i, j = 1, 2), if we consider an electron (q = −e) moving in a magnetic field, then the
vector θ defined above just has the third component θ3 and Θij = θ3ǫij , ǫ12 = −ǫ21 = 1, ǫ11 = ǫ22 = 0, then we have
∆ΦAB = −ie
∮
Aidxi −
i
2
eθ3
∮ (
m(v ×∇Ai)3 − e(A×∇Ai)3
)
dxi. (18)
We should emphasize that, in two dimensional NC plane, our result (18) is exactly the same as in Ref. [14].
The AB phase expression (14) give us a hint that when a charged particle moves in an electromagnetic field with
four dimensional potential Aµ, then the corresponding AB phase will have the following general expression,
∆ΦAB = iq
∮
(Aµ +
1
2
Θαβ(mvα + qAα)∂βAµ)dx
µ. (19)
The second term is the consequence of space-space non-commutativity.
THE AHARONOV-BOHM EFFECT ON NC PHASE SPACE
The Bose-Einstein statistics in NCQM requires both space-space and momentum-momentum non-commutativity.
Thus we should also consider the momentum-momentum non-commutativity when we deal with physical problems.
1 By Eq.(12), one writes the velocity operator on NC space as vl =
∂H
∂pl
= 1
m
(pl − qAl −
1
2
qΘijpi∂jAl −
1
2
qΘlj(pi − qAi)∂jAi +O(Θ
2)) =
1
m
(pl − qAl + O(Θ)).
4On NC phase space the non-commuting coordinates xˆi and momentum pˆi were given in Eq. (5). On NC phase space
the star product in Eqs. (7) becomes,
(f ∗ g)(x, p) = e
i
2α2
Θij∂
x
i ∂
x
j +
i
2α2
Θ¯ij∂
p
i
∂
p
j f(x, p)g(x, p) = f(x, p)g(x, p) +
i
2α2
Θij∂
x
i f∂
x
j g
∣∣
xi=xj
+
i
2α2
Θ¯ij∂
p
i f∂
p
j g
∣∣
pi=pj
.
(20)
To replace the star product in Schro¨dinger Eq.(9) with a usual product, first we need to replace xi and pi with a
generalized Bopp’s shift as
xi → xi −
1
2h¯α2
Θijpj ,
pi → pi +
1
2h¯α2
Θ¯ijxj , (21)
and then we need to replace Ai with the generalized shift as
Ai → αAi +
1
2α
Θljpl∂jAi. (22)
Thus on NC phase space the Schro¨dinger Eq.(9) becomes,
H
(
xi −
1
2h¯α2
Θijpj , pi +
1
2h¯α2
Θ¯ijxj , Ai +
1
2α2
Θljpl∂jAi
)
ψ = Eψ. (23)
One may note that the Eq.(21) is different from the Eq.(5), by Eq.(21), the other physical quantities may also be
shifted, for example, mass may be replaced with m→ m/α2 and the electric charge q may be replaced with q/α.
Here, again, we consider a particle of mass m and electric charge q moving in a magnetic field. On NC phase space,
the Hamiltonian have the form,
Hˆ =
1
2m
(
αpi +
1
2α
Θ¯ijxj − q(αAi +
1
2α
Θljpl∂jAi)
)2
=
1
2m′
(
pi +
1
2α2
Θ¯ijxj − q(Ai +
1
2α2
Θljpl∂jAi)
)2
, (24)
with m′ = m/α2. Thus the total phase shift for the AB effect including the contribution due to both space-space and
momentum-momentum non-commutativity on 3-dimensional NC phase space is 2
∆ΦAB = δΦNCPS = iq
∮
Aidxi +
iq
2α2
∮ (
m′θ · (v ×∇Ai) + qθ · (A×∇Ai)
)
dxi −
i
2α2
∮
Θ¯ijxjdxi
= iq
∮
Aidxi +
i
2
q
∮ (
mθ · (v ×∇Ai) + qθ · (A×∇Ai
)
dxi + δΦ
NCPS
θ¯
. (25)
Where the δΦNCPS
θ¯
is the first order modification term due to momentum-momentum non-commutativity, and it has
the form
δΦNCPS
θ¯
= −
i
2α2
∮
Θ¯ijxjdxi +
i
2α2
(1− α2)
∮
qθ · (A×∇Ai
)
dxi +
i
2α4
(1− α4)q
∮ (
mθ · (v ×∇Ai)dxi. (26)
It is obvious from (26) that, when α = 1, then we have Θ¯ij = 0 as well as δΦ
NCPS
θ¯
= 0, so the AB phase returns to
its expression Eq.(17) on NC space.
CONCLUSION REMARKS
In this article we study the Aharonov-Bohm effect in NCQM. The consideration of the NC space(NC phase space)
produces an additional phase difference. In order to obtain the NC space correction to the usual Aharonov-Bohm
2 In a similar way as in NC space, we have the relation m′vl == pl − qAl +O(Θ)+O(Θ¯) on NC phase space, and we omitted the second
order terms of Θ and Θ¯ in Eq. (25).
5phase difference, in section two, first, we give the Schro¨dinger equation in the presence of magnetic field, by solving
the equation we derive the magnetic Aharonov-Bohm phase expression. Note that the non-commutative effects of
the space (phase space) in the usual Schro¨dinger equation can be realized in two steps. First step is to replace the
coordinate and momentum operators with a so called Bopp’s (generalized Bopp’s) shift, and then to replace the
magnetic potential A with a special shift which we defined in Eq.(10) in our paper. It is worth to mention that, on
NC plane, our result (18) coincides with the result of Ref. [14]. In order to obtain the NC phase space correction to
the usual Aharonov-Bohm phase difference, in section 3, we solve the Schro¨dinger equation in the presence of magnetic
field and obtain the magnetic Aharonov-Bohm phase expression. Especially the new term δΦNCPS
θ¯
which comes from
the momentum-momentum noncommutativity is given explicitly.
The method we employed in this paper may also be applied to the other related physical problems on NC space and
NC phase space. For example, the Aharonov-Casher effect in NC quantum mechanics. Further study on the related
topics will be reported in our forthcoming paper.
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